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Before we generalize �fractal sets to measures�� it may be recalled that�

among our uses of fractal sets �to describe nature�� several involve an

approximation� While discussing clustered errors� we repressed our con�

viction that� between the errors� the underlying noise weakens� but does

not stop� While discussing the distribution of stars� we repressed our

knowledge of the existence of interstellar matter� which is also likely to

have a very irregular distribution� While discussing turbulence� we ap�

proximated it as having �nonfractal� laminar inserts� In addition� no new

concept would have been needed to deal with the distribution of min�

erals� Between the regions where the abundance of a metal like copper

justi�es commercial mining� the density of this metal is low� even very

low� but one does not expect any region of the world to be totally with�

out copper� All these voids �within fractals sets� must now be �lled �

without� it is hoped� inordinately modifying the mental pictures we have

achieved thus far� This Chapter will outline a way of reaching this goal�

by assuming that various parts of the whole share the same nature�

Benoit B� Mandelbrot�

� Introduction

The bulk of this book ��� is devoted to fractal sets� A set�s visual expression is a region

drawn in black ink against white paper 	or in white chalk against a blackboard
� A

set�s de�ning relation is an indicator function I	P 
� which can only take two values�

I	P 
 � �� or I	P 
�true� if the point P belongs to the set S� and I	P 
 � �� or

I	P 
 �false�� if P does not belong to S�
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However� as stated in the ���� quote which opens this treatise� most facts about

nature cannot be expressed in terms of the contrast between black and white��

true and false� or � and ��� Therefore� those aspects cannot be illustrated by

sets� they demand more general mathematical objects that succeed to embody the

idea of shades of grey�� Those more general objects are called measures�

It is most fortunate that the idea of self�similarity is readily extended from sets

to measures� The goal of this treatise is to sketch the theory of self�similar measures�

which are usually called multifractals� We shall include various heuristic arguments

that are often used in this context and then 	Section �
 describe the proper proba�

bilistic background behind the concept of multifractals�� Against this background�

the nature of the usual heuristic steps becomes clear� their limitations and proneness

to error become obvious and the unavoidable generalizations demanded by both logic

and the data become easy� However� these generalizations are beyond the scope of

this treatise�

��� Simple Examples of Multifractals

Consider a geographical map of a continent or an island� An example of a measure

� on such a map is the quantity of groundwater�� To each subset S of the map� the
measure attributes a quantity �	S
� which is the amount of ground water below S
down to some prescribed level� Now divide the map into two equally�sized pieces S�
and S�� It will not come as a surprise if their respective groundwater contents �	S�

and �	S�
 are unequal� If S� is subdivided further into two equally sized pieces S��
and S��� their groundwater contents would again di�er� This subdivision could be
extended until the pieces are the size of pores in rocks� where some pores are found

�lled with water and others are found empty� This is a familiar story� some countries

have more groundwater than others� parts of a country contain more groundwater

than others� you may drill a well and �nd �owing water� while your neighbor �nds

none� and so forth� Many other quantities exhibit the same behavior� that is� the

quantity

� � the amount of ground water below S
is an example of a measure which is irregular at all scales�

When the irregularity is the same at all scales� or at least statistically the same�

one says that the measure is self�similar� or that it is a multifractal� A Sierpi�nski

gasket is a self�similar set in the sense that each piece 	however small
 is identi�

cal to the whole after some rescaling and translation� something similar holds for

multifractal measures�

�The probabilistic approach to multifractals was rst described in two papers by B
B
 Mandel�
brot�
Mandelbrot� B
B
� Intermittent turbulence in self�similar cascades� divergence of high moments

and dimension of the carrier J
 Fluid Mech
 �� ������ ���

Mandelbrot� B
B
� Multiplications al�eatoires it�er�ees et distributions invariantes par moyenne
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The Chaos Game and the Pascal Triangle

Examples of multifractal measures have already entered in previous chapters of this

book� One example is the chaos game that corresponds to an iterated function

system 	IFS
 that is run with unequal probabilities p� � ���� p� � ��� and p� � ���

for the various reducing similarities in Section ��� of Reference ���� and the other

example is the Pascal triangle mentioned in Chapter � of Reference ���� and further

discussed in Section ���� Let us explore the Sierpi�nski IFS more closely�

We saw that playing the chaos game long enough produces a Sierpi�nski gasket

with fractal dimension D � log �� log �� We also found that the subtriangles making

up the Sierpi�nski gasket were visited with di�erent probabilities� which are summa�

rized in Figures ���� and ���� in Reference ��� for the �rst two levels� These Figure

have been reproduced in Figure ��

Figure �� Multiplicatively generated probabilities at the levels � and 	 of the Sierpi�nski
gasket� The �dimensional rendering of the coarse measure at the �th stage of a trino�
mial multiplicative cascade is shown in Figure 	� This illustration is a reproduction from
Reference ����

A very rough examination of the �rst �gure indicates that the subset with ad�

dress � seems to include a smooth distribution of hitting probabilities� But closer

examination reveals an irregular distribution among its subsets with addresses ���

�� and ��� The same holds for the parts �� � and� as a closer examination reveals�

a part such as ��� We also see that if part ��f��������g is blown up by a factor ��
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while its component probabilities are multiplied by a factor �� we achieve not only a

geometric �t but also a �t of the probabilities to those at level � in Figure �� Again�

the same holds for parts � and � with factors � and ��� � respectively� Hence� up to

a numerical factor� the distribution of the hitting probabilities is the same in each

of the subsets �� � and �� If such an exact invariance holds for all scales� the overall

distribution is said to be linearly self�similar� For the random IFS this invariance

is exactly the invariance under the Markov operator de�ned on page ��� in Ref�

erence ��� and discussed later� The multifractal measure produced by the random

IFS is simply the probability of hitting a subset of the triangle� The distribution of

these probabilities is shown in Figure �� The Sierpi�nski IFS can be interpreted as

Figure �� The self�similar density of hitting probabilities of the IFS on stage � of the
Sierpi�nski gasket� This is a �dimensional rendering of Fig� ��		� The height of the function
above each sub�triangle is proportional to the number of hits in the limit of in�nite game
points� In order to draw this illustration we did not play the game in�nitely long� but instead
we used the fact that this distribution is the �th stage of a trinomial multiplicative cascade
with m� � p��m� � p� and m� � p�� where the pi are the probabilities for the di�erent
contractions in the random IFS discussed on page ��� i�e� p� � ���� p� � �� and p� � ��	�

a caricature model for the above groundwater example by taking the total quantity

of groundwater as unity and by identifying the quantity of groundwater with the

hitting probability�
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A Measure�generating Multiplicative Cascade

Another way to look at the Sierpi�nski IFS measure is suggested by Figures ����

and ���� 	reproduced in Figure �
 and Equation ��� in Reference ���� We note that�

while each triangle is further fragmented into � subtriangles� the measure � 	or

hitting probability
 is also fragmented by factors p� � ���� p� � ��� and p� � ����

Denote the measure of the set with address � by ��� Its � sub�parts with addresses

��� �� and �� carry the measures ��� � p���� ��� � p��� and ��� � p���� A single

process fragments a set into smaller and smaller components according to a �xed

rule and at the same time fragments the measure of the components by another rule�

Such a process is called a multiplicative process or cascade�

Multiplicative processes are a very important paradigm in the theory of multi�

fractals and play a central role in this treatise� In the language of multiplicative

processes� the fragmentation ratios pi are usually called multipliers and are denoted

by m with various indices� In the Sierpi�nski IFS� the fragmentation of the set yields

a fractal� This feature is a complication and is not essential� To avoid it� most of

this Appendix uses multiplicative rules that operate over an ordinary Euclidean set�

usually the unit interval� but are such that the measure is fragmented non�trivially�

��� Characterization of Multifractals

Let us step back and apply the idea of a box�counting dimension to the set S
supporting a measure 	in the IFS example S was the Sierpi�nski gasket
� One covers
S with a collection of boxes of size �� One evaluates the number N	�
 of boxes
needed to cover the object� and one �nds the dimension D through the scaling

relation N	�
 � ��D� However� simply counting the boxes is like counting coins

without caring about the denomination� When the set supporting the measure is

Euclidean � as it will be in this treatise� the value of its fractal dimension only

con�rms that there is nothing fractal about this support� Thus� knowledge of D is

not su�cient to give a quantitative description of the self�similar measure supported

by this set� Instead� the measure contained in each box must somehow be given a

weight�

A priori� the obvious weight would be the average density of probability in each

box� In a Euclidean space of dimension E 	or� more generally� in a space of em�

bedding dimension E
� the density is simply de�ned as �	S
��E � When this density
varies slowly� it can be mapped in the form of a relief or in the form of lines of

constant height� As � � �� one expects this relief to tend to a limit� Furthermore�

to characterize the irregularity of the spatial distribution of a measure� the �rst step

� but not the last� � is to draw the familiar frequency distribution of its density� If

the measure is random� one draws either the frequency distribution of the density

in a sample or its probability distribution�

However� in the case of self�similar measures� this familiar process loses all mean�

ing simply because� as we shall see� the density itself loses all meaning� Instead� the

loose notion that ordinarily leads to a density becomes embodied in a very di�erent

and more complicated quantity�

� �
log �	box


log �
�
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called the coarse H�older exponent� This quantity � is the logarithm of the measure of

the box divided by the logarithm of the size of the box� For a large class of self�similar

measures� � is restricted to an interval ��min� �max�� where � � �min � �max � ��
But the study of some of the most interesting multifractal phenomena 	such as

turbulence or aggregation of particles into clusters
 often demands �min � � and�or

�max ���
Once � has been de�ned� the �rst step � but not the last� � is just as above� to

draw the frequency distribution of �� as follows� For each value �� one evaluates the

number N�	�
 of boxes of size � having a coarse H�older exponent equal to �� Now

suppose that a box of side � has been selected at random among boxes whose total

number is proportional to �E� The probability of hitting the value � of the coarse

H�older exponent is p�	�
 � N�	�
�
�E � Again� the �rst impulse would be to draw

the distribution of this probability� but this drawing would not be useful� In the

case of interest to us� this distribution no longer tends to a limit as �� � hence� an

intrinsic characteristic is to be found elsewhere�

The considerations to be explored in detail in this paper will show that it is nec�

essary� instead� to take weighted logarithms and to consider either of the functions

f�	�
 �
logN�	�


log �
or 	�


C�	�
 �
� log p�	�

log �

� 	�


As � � �� both f�	�
 and C�	�
 tend to well�de�ned limits f	�
 and C	�
� The

function C	�
 is more widely applicable� but the function f	�
 is more widely known�

When f	�
 exists one has

C	�
 � f	�
�E� 	�


The de�nition of f	�
 means that� for each �� the number of boxes increases for

decreasing � as N�	�
 � ��f���� The exponent f	�
 is a continuous function of ��

In the simplest cases� the graph of f	�
 	 often called f	�
 curve 
 is shaped like

the mathematical symbol
T
� usually leaning to one side� The values of f	�
 could

be interpreted loosely as a fractal dimension of the subsets of boxes of size � having

coarse H�older exponent � in the limit as � � �� As � � �� there is an increasing

multitude � increasing to in�nity � of subsets� each characterized by its own � and

a fractal dimension f	�
� This is one of several reasons for the term multifractal ����

��� Summary

This Appendix restricts itself to the simplest multiplicatively generated multifractal

measures� For the more delicate examples of multifractal measures� it refers the

reader to the literature� We have already seen a close connection between the IFS

and multiplicative processes� Section ��� will digress to discuss the multiplicative

process that lurks behind the Pascal triangle in Figures ���� and ���� in Refer�

ence ���� There is evidence that multiplicative processes can account for many mul�

tifractal measures such as those related to the electrostatic charge distribution 	the

harmonic measure
 on fractal boundaries ���� wavefunctions ��� and random resistor

networks ���� But this evidence does not mean that every self�similar measure is
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multiplicatively generated� For example� many models for the multifractality of the

dissipation �eld in turbulence are based on multiplicative processes� but a physical

counterpart remains elusive�

The very simplest multiplicatively generated self�similar measure is the binomial

measure� For it� f	�
 will be evaluated in three ways� the histogram method ���

��� the method of moments ��� �� and large deviation theory ��� ��� The method

of moments� is easy to use mechanically� and therefore it has been applied very

widely� In our �rst three sections� the only prerequisite for the reader is elementary

analysis� Section � goes further and casts self�similar measures in their proper

probabilistic setting� It shows that multiplicatively generated multifractal measures

are intimately related to a standard topic in probability theory� namely� the behavior

of sums of random variables� The method of moments and the histogram method

are consequences of the theory of large deviations in such sums� While it is more

technical� Section � requires no prior knowledge of sums of random variables nor

of large deviation theory� The conceptual superiority of the probabilistic approach

has immediate practical consequences� it is more general� It explains the nature of

various mechanical manipulations and provides tools to handle and to understand

self�similar measures to which the method of moments fails to apply� Hence� Section

� of this treatise is an introduction to more advanced literature�

The reader may want to consult other books� reviews or articles about multi�

fractals� For examples see References ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ���

� The Binomial and Multinomial Measures

The Introduction discussed the central role that multiplicative processes play in the

theory of multifractal measures� This section concerns the very simplest multiplica�

tive process� one that generates the binomial measures� A binomial measure appears

naturally in the Pascal triangle of Figures ���� and ���� in Reference ���� and� with

a little modi�cation 	 the replacement of the binomial by the trinominal
� it links

to the IFS discussed in the Introduction�

��� A Measure�generating Multiplicative Cascade

Exact 	or linear
 self�similarity of measures is best illustrated with the binomial

measures 	also called the Bernoulli or Besicovitch measures
 ���� In the spirit of

the construction of the exactly self�similar Sierpi�nski gasket through a geometric

cascade� these measures � are recursively generated with the multiplicative cascade

that is depicted schematically in Figure �� This cascade starts 	k � �
 with a

uniformly distributed unit of mass on the unit interval I � I�� � ��� ��� The next

stage 	k � �
 fragments this mass by distributing a fraction m� uniformly on the

left half I��� � ���
�
� � of the unit interval and the remaining fraction m� � � �m�

�The earliest reference and the reference that is best known are� respectively�
Frisch� U
� Parisi� G� Fully developed turbulence and intermittency in Turbulence and Predictability

of Geophysical Flows and Climate Dynamics� edited by Ghil� M
� Benzi� R
 and Parisi� G
� North�
Holland� New York� p
 �� ������
Halsey� T
C
� Jensen� M
H
� Kadano�� L
P
� Procaccia� I
 and Shraiman� B
I
� Fractal measures

and their singularities� The characterization of strange sets
 Phys
 Rev
 A �� ���� ����	�
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Figure �� The multiplicative cascade generating a binomial measure� At each stage the
mass of each of the previous dyadic intervals is redistributed as follows� A fraction m� goes
to the left half� and m� � ��m� goes to the right half� Here we took m� �

�
� and m� �

�
� �

The density of the measure is shown for the �rst eight stages� The scales on the coordinate
axes have been kept the same throughout the �gure� The actual measure of a dyadic interval
is the integral of this density� For example� the measures of the four intervals of size �

� at
stage 	 are m�m��m�m��m�m� and m�m��

uniformly on the right half I��� � ��� � ��� At this stage� the left half carries the

measure �	I���
 � m� and the right half carries the measure �	I���
 � m�� In this

process� because �	I��
 � �	I���
  �	I���
 � m�  m� � �� the original measure of

the unit interval is conserved� The ��s appear like probabilities� and one says that

� is a probability measure�

At the next stage 	k � �
 of the cascade� the subintervals I��� and I��� receive

the same treatment as the original unit interval� That is� I��� is split into the

intervals I���� � ��� �� � and I���� � ��� �
�
� � of size �

�k� and the mass is fragmented

further� Similarly� I��� is split into a left half I���� and a right half I����� Writing

�	I����
 � ����� for the measure of inteval I����� and similarly for the other intervals�

this second stage of the cascade yields

����� � m�m� � ����� � m�m� � ����� � m�m� � ����� � m�m��

The condition m�  m� � � continues to insure that the original unit of mass is

conserved�
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At the kth stage of the cascade� the mass is fragmented over the dyadic intervals

�i��k� 	i  �
��k
� where i � �� � � � � �k � �� Recall that a point x � ��� �� is said
to have the binary expansion ������ � � � �k when x � ���

��  ���
��  � � �  �k�

�l

with �i � f�� �g� For dyadic points� like x � �
� � this expansion is ambiguous and

may end with either an in�nity of zeroes or an in�nity of ones� in the present

application� one must choose the former expansion� An arbitrary dyadic interval

Ik � I����������k of size �
�k consists of all points x � ��� �� whose binary expansion

starts with ������ � � � �k� For example� �� � � if our interval I
k is in the left half I�

of the unit interval� and �� � � if I
k lies in the right half I�� Similarly� �� � � if I

k

lies in the left half of I�� � and so forth� Clearly� the measure of the dyadic interval

I����������k equals

�������������k �
kY
i��

m�i � mn�
� mn�

� � 	�


where n� is the number of digits � in the address �������� � � � �k of the left end of

the interval and n� � k � n� is the number of digits �� Since the binomial measure

of each dyadic interval of size ��k is the product of k multipliers m�� it is called a

measure generated by a multiplicative process�

The binomial multifractal measure is the measure �B which attributes masses

according to Equation � to the dyadic subintervals of the unit interval 	Note for the

mathematically minded� the measures �������������k of all dyadic subintervals of the

unit interval can be extended to a Borel �eld of subsets of ��� ��
� The multiplicative

cascade is a mechanism for producing this measure� In the case m� � m� �
�
� this

measure reduces to the uniform 	Lebesgue
 measure�

��� The Pascal Triangle and the Binomial Measure

This section is a digression that can be skipped with no loss of continuity� When

viewed in a mirror� the distribution in Figure ���� in Reference ��� resembles closely

the density of the binomial measure� as shown in Figure �� This is not a coincidence�

Remember that the height of the rth column in Figure ���� in Reference ��� equals

the number h	r
 of black squares in the rth row of the Pascal triangle 	mod��
 in

Figure ���� in Reference ���� Turning the page ��o counterclockwise 	so that the

columns point upwards
 and looking only at the black geometry of the triangle� one

sees that the total number of black squares in the rows ��� �� is twice the number in the

rows ��� ��� i�e��
P�

r�� h	r
 � �
P�

r�� h	r
� This factor of � turns out to be ubiquitous

in this application� Every time one considers a block of rows ��� �k���� its right half
��k��� �k��� contains twice as many black squares as its left half ��� �k������ If this
left half� in turn� splits into two halves of size �k��� one again �nds the ratio � � �

between the left and right� and so forth� To conclude� up to an overall factor� the

numbers of black triangles in the columns of Figure ���� in Reference ��� have the

same structure as those of the mirrored binomial multifractal in the k � � stage of

the multiplicative cascade shown in Figure �� In general� one �nds that ��kh	r
 is

the binomial measure of the dyadic interval �r ��k� 	r �
 ��k� for r � �� � � � � �k� ��
This highly visual analogy establishes a relationship between the distribution h	r


of the Pascal triangle and the binomial measure � with multipliers m� �
�
� and

m� �
�
� �

��



The formal connection between the triangle and the binomial multiplicative pro�

cess follows from an earlier result 	Section ��� in Reference ���
� There� Equation ����

states that for r � ��  ���  ���
�  � � � �k�

k with �i � f�� �g 	that is� if ���� � � � �k
is the binary expansion of r
� one has

h	r
 � h�	r
 �
kY
i��

	�i  �
 � �
n��n� � �k

�
�

�

�n� ��
�

�n�
�

where n� is the number of digits � in the expansion of r and n� is the number of digits

�� Comparing this expression with Equation �� one �nds h	r
 � �k�����������k � where

� is the binomial measure with m� �
�
� and m� �

�
� � Note that we replaced the

digit ��� by ��� to emphasize that ������ � � � �k stands for the dyadic subinterval

of the unit interval as discussed in the previous section�

The Markov OperatorM	�
� the Binomial Measure and the Sierpi�nski IFS

It is important to mention in passing that both the binomial measure and the hitting

probability of the IFS on the Sierpi�nski gasket are invariant measures of the Markov

operator M	�
 discussed on page ��� in Reference ����

The binomial measure �B with multipliers m� and m� is the invariant measure

of the Markov operator M	�
 � m� �w
��
�  m� �w

��
� � with

w�	x
 �
�

�
x

w�	x
 �
�

�
x 

�

�
�

that is� M	�B
 � �B �

The trinomial measure in Figure �� which is associated with the random Sierpi�nski

IFS in Section ���� is the invariant measure of M	�
 � ��� �w���  ��� �w���  

��� �w��� � with

w�	x� y
 � 	
�

�
x �

�

�
y


w�	x� y
 � 	
�

�
x � �

�

�
y


w�	x� y
 � 	
�

�
x 

�

�
�
�

�
y  

�

�

p
�
�

��� Self�similarity and Singularities

Self�similarity

The Introduction brie�y discussed the notion of self�similarity in the case of an IFS�

We now discuss this notion in the case of the binomial measure� The measure of

the arbitrarily selected interval I����������k is �������������k times smaller than that

of the original unit interval� which had mass �� Apart from this overall di�erence�

��



the mass in both these intervals is fragmented in exactly the same way� That is�

consider the mass distribution on the interval I������������k of the stage k  k� of

the multiplicative cascade� then by spatially rescaling this subinterval by a factor

�k� and renormalizing its mass by a factor 	�������������k

��� one recovers the mass

distribution on the whole interval at the stage k� of the cascade� It is in this sense

that the mass distribution 	or the measure
 is said to be self�similar� We now show

that such self�similar measures are very singular� and discuss in more detail the

notions of H�older exponents � mentioned in the Introduction�

The Coarse and the Local Forms of the H�older Exponent

For the uniform measure 	the Lebesgue measure
� the density is � everywhere in

��� ��� i�e�� the Lebesgue measure of an interval of size � is �� For the binomial

measures� the situation is altogether di�erent� Near � � �� Equation � shows that

�	��� ��k�
 � mk
� � 	��k
v� with v� � � log�m�� That is� the measure in the

neighborhood of � scales as

�	��� ��
 � ��� with � � v��

The density ��� scales like ����� and if � �� � the limit of the density as � � � is

degenerate� equal to either � or ��
When the measure in the ��neighborhood of a point scales as a power law in the

limit �� �� the exponent � of this law is called the local H�older exponent 	Alterna�

tive terms� such as singularity index or singularity strength ��� are also encountered

in the physics literature
� That is� given a point x in the support of the measure�

the local H�older exponent is de�ned as

�	x
 � lim
���

log�	Bx	�



log �
� 	�


where Bx	�
 is a ball of size � around x� When the limit fails to exist� we shall say

that the local H�older exponent is unde�ned� 	The mathematician�s more elaborate

local de�nition replaces lim by a limsup� This replacement broadens the cases where

the H�older exponent is de�ned locally� but this detail cannot be discussed here
�

In most practical applications� the limit � � �� which enters in the de�nition

of the local H�older exponent� cannot be taken� One must� instead� work with the

concept of coarse 	or coarse�grained� H�older exponent� This is a number attributed

to each �nite interval� For any box B	�
 of size �� the coarse�grained H�older exponent

is de�ned as

� �
log �	B	�



log �
� 	�


Thus� the concept of H�older exponent has a local and a coarse version� Both enter

into the theory of multifractals� but the coarse H�older exponent plays an especially

central role� As mentioned in the introduction� � serves to label the boxes covering

the set supporting a measure� thereby allowing a separate counting for each value

of �� For dyadic intervals Ik of size ��k� equations � and � yield

�	������ � � � �k
 �
log�����������k
log ��k

�
logmn�

� mn�
�

�k log � �
n�
k
v�  

k � n�
k

v�� 	�


��



where

v� � � log�m� and v� � � log�m�� 	�


Let 	� � 	�	I
k
 be the fraction n��k of ��s in the address ������ � � � �k of interval

Ik� Equation � becomes

� � 	�v�  	�� 	�
v� � 	��min  	�� 	�
�max� 	�


The notation �min and �max is explained shortly� It follows that the coarse H�older

exponent � of an interval Ik only depends on the fraction 	� of digits � in its

address ������ � � � �k� Note that we use the same symbol � for both the local H�older

exponent 	equation �
 and the coarse H�older exponent 	equation �
� When present�

the argument of the former is a point on the support of the measure� and that of

the latter the address of a dyadic interval� In both cases 	� in Equation � is the

fraction of zeroes in their binary address�

Without loss of generality� we can take m� � m�� so that v� � v� and Equation �

yields v� � � � v�� 	The same restriction also applies to the local H�older exponent
�

The extreme values of � are usually denoted by �min and �max� i�e��

�min � v� and �max � v��

This restriction on the values of the coarse H�older exponent is independent of the

size ��k of the dyadic intervals� hence� it is independent of the scale on which the

fractal measure is probed� This makes � an ideal index with which to mark the boxes

of any size covering the set supporting the measure� 	Equation �� will provide an

alternative way of rewriting Equation �� and emphasizing the role of the coarse

H�older exponent in transforming a multiplicative process into an additive process
�

Keep the fraction 	� � n��k of ��s in Equation � constant� and let k � �
thereby squeezing Ik to a point� By permuting the order of appearance of the digits

� and �� increasingly many points x � ��� �� are found with �xed H�older exponent
�	x
 � 	��min  	� � 	�
�max� In the case of the binomial� the extreme values

�min � v� and �max � v� continue to be attained 	respectively
 in the left � and the

right � most dyadic subinterval of the unit interval� But this is a peculiarity of the

binomial measure� in general the minimal and maximum coarse and local H�older

exponents can lie anywhere in the support of the measure�

Singular Distributions

A measure � on ��� �� has a density 
	x
 in a point x if lim��� �	Bx	�

�� � 
	x


exists and satis�es � � 
	x
 ��� If �	x
 is the local H�older exponent in x � ��� ���
then 
	x
 � lim��� �

��x���� In points x where �	x
 �� � the density of the binomial
measure is singular� Section ��� will show that� with probability �� the local H�older

exponent of a randomly picked point in the support ��� �� of the binomial measures

is

!� � 	v�  v�
�� � ��
�
log�	m�m�
�

A measure for which !� � � occurs when� and only when�m� � m� �
�
� � in which case

the binomial measure reduces to the uniform 	Lebesgue
 measure� In the interesting

��



cases� m� �� �
� � and the density is almost everywhere either � or�� hence it is called

singular� For reasons which will become apparent later on� !� is usually denoted by

�� or �	�
�

When the local density is singular� it continues to be possible to de�ne a ��coarse�

grained density� by covering the set supporting the measure with boxes B	�
 of size

� and attributing the coarse density �	B
��E to each box 	E is the dimension of the

box
� Figure � shows an examples of a sequence of coarse�grained densities for the

binomial measure�

��� The f��� Curve of the Binomial Measure

The f	�
 curve describes the distribution of the coarse�grained H�olders exponents�

To introduce this function� we �rst compute the number Nk	�
 of intervals I
k of

size ��k with coarse H�older exponent �� Equation � shows that the value of �

is determined by the frequency 	� of zeroes in the expansion of the interval� and

conversely� that to each � corresponds a unique 	�	�
� Thus� the number of intervals

with coarse H�older exponent � is given by the number of ways one can distribute

n� � 	�	�
k zeros among k positions� This is the binomial coe�cient

Nk	�
 �

�
k

	�	�
k

�
�

This fact explains why the term binomial is applied to the binomial distribution

and measure� To simplify� write z instead of 	�� and apply Stirling�s approximation

k� � p��k 	k�e
k� It yields
�

k
zk

�
�

k�

	zk
�	k � zk
�
�

p
k kkp

zk 	zk
zk
p
k � zk 	k � zk
k�zk

�

Many terms cancel out� leaving

�
k
zk

�
�
�
zz 	�� z
��z

��kp
z	�� z


�
�
��k

��g�z�
�

with g	z
 � � log�	zz	� � z
��z
� Using Equation � to eliminate 	� � z in favour

of the variable �� we �nd

Nk	�
 � 	��k
�f���� 	��


with

f	�
 � � �max � �

�max � �min
log�

�
�max � �

�max � �min

�
� �� �min

�max � �min
log�

�
�� �min

�max � �min

�
�

The graph of f	�
 is shown in Figure �� Expanding f	�
 around � � �� � 	�min  

�max
�� using the approximation lnx � x� x���� yields for �� �� 	 ��

f	�
 � �� �

ln �

�
�� ��

�max � �min

��
� 	��


��



Figure �� The f��
 curve for the binomial measure with m� � �
� and m� � �

� � At each
level of coarse graining of the measure� one can distinguish intervals with di�erent coarse
H�older exponents �� As the coarse graining box�sizes become smaller� the number N���
 of
boxes with certain � increases as N���
 � ��f����

The f	�
 curve has the following noticeable properties�

�a� It is de�ned for � � �min � � � �max �� and f	�
 
 ��
�b� The maximum of f	�
 is attained in one value of �� called ����

�c� The curve is symmetric around this maximum�

�d� The local behavior of f	�
 near the maximum is quadratic�

�e� The curve lies under the bisector de�ned by f	�
 � �� with contact at

� � ���

One may wonder whether these features are typical for self�similar measures�

The answer is no� Upcoming sections touch upon these properties�

For �nite k� the above equations only holds when k	� is an integer h between

� � h � k� Let 	��� � 	h � �
�k and 	�� � 	h  �
�k� For �xed k there is no �

between �		��
 � � � �		���
� From Equation � it follows that �		���
 � �		��
 �

�	v� � v�
�k � "k is independent of h� Equation �� should therefore read that

the number Nk	�
"k of intervals I
k with a coarse H�older exponent between � and

�  "k scales like 	�
�k
�f���� Asymptotically Nk	�
d� is the number of intervals

with a coarse H�older exponent between � and � d��

The role of f	�
 as scaling exponent 	equation ��
 suggests that the f	�
 is

a kind of box�counting dimension� 	The fact that there are a multitude of di�er�

ent values of �� each with di�erent f	�
� is one reason for the term multi fractals
�

However� a closer look shows f	�
 is not really a box�counting dimension� The box�

counting dimension is related to the covering of a �xed set� by boxes of increasingly

small boxes nested within each other� This is not the case for boxes with a given

coarse H�older exponent� indeed� a box of size � ��k with coarse H�older exponent ��

contains sub�boxes of size ��k with di�erent values of ��

��



Hausdor� Dimension versus Box�Counting Dimension

Another way of visualizing multi fractality is to consider all the points x in the

support of the measure for which the local H�older exponent is � �Equation

�
� For each value of � this de�nes a set A� � ��� ��� It is not di�cult to

show that the box�counting dimension of each of the sets A� of the binomial

measure is �� �See the Proof at the end of this paragraph
� Hence� instead of

the box�counting dimension� we need the concept of Hausdor� dimension� It

is beyond the scope of this Appendix to go beyond simply stating that for a

class of multifractal measures �including the above binomial measure
 it has

been rigorously shown ���� that the Hausdor� dimension of A� is f��
 �Ref�

���� includes a proof in the case of the binomial measure
� Proof that the box�

counting dimension of A� is � � It su�ces to show that each dyadic subinterval

Ik of the unit interval contains points with any coarse H�older exponent between

�min and �max� Take any value �� � ��min� �max�� Let the binary expansion

of Ik be ������ � � � �k� Remember that all x � ��� �� whose binary expansion

starts with digits ������ � � � �k lie in Ik� So any choice of an in�nite sequence

of digits �k���k�� � � � such that its fraction �� of ��s satis�es Equation � for

� � ��� yields a point x � Ik with binary expansion ���� � � � �k�k���k�� � � �

having ��x
 � ���

��� Multinomial Measures and the Legendre Transforms

In a multinomial cascade ��� �� ���� the base b satis�es b � � rather than b � �� Each

stage of the construction redistributes mass or measure over b equally sized intervals�

following the fragmentation ratios m��m�� � � � �mb�� with
Pb��

i�� mi � �� We already

encountered a trinominal multifractal 	b � �
 in the Introduction� namely� an IFS�

generated trinominal measure on the Sierpi�nski gasket with multipliers m� � p��

m� � p� andm� � p�� Here we restrict ourselves to multinomial measures supported

by ��� ���

To show how the notion of f	�
 generalizes to these measures� let Ikb � ��� �� be
an arbitrary b�adic interval of size b�k� and let its base�b address be ������ � � � �k
with �i � f�� �� � � � � b� �g� Denote by � the point in E � b dimensional Euclidean

space whose coordinates are the frequencies 	i of the digits i in this address� The

combinatorics of the binomial measure and the use of the Stirling approximation

can be generalized to every interval Ikb characterized by �� For the measure of such

Ikb and its coarse H�older exponent� one obtains

�	Ikb 
 �
Y

mk�i

i and � � �
X

	ilogbmi�

For the number of such intervals one �nds Nk	�
 � 	b�k
�� with

 � �
X

	i logb 	i�

In the binomial case� a single  � f	�
 could be deduced from the value of ��

but this possibility is not available here� A given �� indeed� allows several possible

sets of values of 	i that are constrained by
P
	i � � and � � �

P
	i logbmi� After

��



Figure �� Rough idea of the domain of ��� �
 for a multinomial multifractal with b � ��
The domain�s upper boundary de�nes the function f��
� Here� all the mi are di�erent�
�min � mini�v�� � � � � vb��
 � � and �max � maxi�v�� � � � � vb��
 ���

the points 	�� 
 corresponding to all the values of � have been combined� the result

is a domain of the plane ����� as shown in black in Figure ��

There is a powerful heuristic way of replacing this domain by its upper bound�

This heuristic method also provides the shortest path towards the Legendre trans�

forms� which are essential in the study of multifractals� 	A full mathematical justi�

�cation will be given in Section ����
 The key step is to argue that� given a value of

�� the �s are dominated by the largest  which we denote by f	�
� This requires

solving for the point � that maximizes �P	ilogb	i� given �
P
	ilogbmi � � andP

	i � �� The classical method then uses Lagrange multipliers ���� to solve this

problem� It introduces a multiplier q� with �� � q ��� and yields

	i �
bq logb miP
j b

q logb mj
�

mq
iP

jm
q
j

�

and thus

�	q
 � �
X
i

�
mq

iP
j m

q
j

�
logbmi and f	�
 � �

X
i

�
mq

iP
jm

q
j

�
logb

�
mq

iP
lm

q
l

�

Here� the quantities
P

j m
q
j and �	q
 � � logb

P
j m

q
j play the roles that the parti�

tion function� and the free energy� are known to play in thermodynamics�

In terms of �	q
� the Lagrange multipliers yield

� �
��	q


�q
and f	�
 �

q��

�q
� � � q�� ��

As previously stated� these steps replace the domain indicated in black in Figure

� ���� by its upper boundary� which is the graph of a function f	�
� This function

f	�
 has all the properties that apply in the binomial case� except for symmetry�

��



Knowing �	q
 for all values of q� one can trace all the straight lines of equation

q	�
 � q�� � � These straight lines de�ne f	�
 as their envelope� namely

f	�
 � minq	q�� �
�

This transformation is called a Legendre transform� and we shall encounter it re�

peatedly in later contexts�

In many cases� a graphical approach is illuminating� If the lines represented by

q	�
 are traced in green� they merge into a green domain in the 	�� 
 plane� which

surrounds� the black domain that we have considered previously�

Beyond the Multinomial Measures

One way to expand the notion of the multiplicative process is to allow b � ��
Examples can be found in Ref� ���� ��� ���� one example is shown in Figure �� It

Figure �� An example of an exactly self�similar multiplicatively generated measure for which
���
 �� and hence� a fortiori� �max ��� It follows that f��
 is de�ned for �min � �� Such
measures are called left�sided� The corresponding function 	�q
 is not de�ned for q � �� and
the method of moments does not adequately describe the whole measure�

is interesting to note that although the measures are exactly self�similar 	a piece�

if expanded� looks exactly the same as the whole
� the f	�
 curve is very di�erent

from the symbol
T
encountered for the binomial� One can construct examples for

which a
 �min � � and �max � �� b
 the maximum is not quadratic and c
 the

maximum is not attained for one value of � but over a hal�ine of � values� We will

brie�y comment on these exmaples in Section ��

��� Random Multiplicative Cascades

A second way to expand the notion of the multiplicative process is to use random

multipliers� When b � �� the process proceeds in the same way as the binomial

��



measure� except that each multiplier is now the outcome of some probabilistic process

such as throwing dice� Just as most fractal sets in nature are random fractal sets�

the random multiplicative processes are very useful for modelling real multifractal

measures like those in turbulence ���� ��� �� ��� or di�usion limited aggregation ����

��� ��� For such measures� all properties of the f	�
 mentioned in the last section

may be violated� although its graph still always lies under the bisector f	�
 � ��

Such measures are described in great detail in Ref� ��� ��� We will postpone a brief

discussion of them to Section ��

� Methods for Estimating the Function f��� from Data

It is nice to say that a measure is multifractal if it is self�similar� in the sense

described for the binomial measure� In our study of the binomial� the cascade was

a given� and the quantity Nk	�
d� could be evaluated for all k and interpreted as

the number of intervals of size ��k in the kth stage of the cascade having a coarse

H�older exponent between � and �  d�� But it is important to keep in mind that

behind most measures there is no obvious multiplicative cascade� When one may

exist� like perhaps in turbulence or the distribution of mass in the universe� this

cascade is history� only the measure that it has created exists in the present� How

does one �nd out whether a given measure is multifractal#

This can still be accomplished when only one stage k of a measure is given� since

one can reconstruct any previous stage h � k by coarse�graining with intervals of

size ��h� We shall examine two methods for obtaining an empirical estimate of f	�


for an arbitrary measure�

��� The Histogram Method

Given a measure �� the histogram method involves the following steps�

�a� Coarse�grain the measure with boxes of size �� This yields a collection of

boxes fBi	�
gN���
i�� � where N	�
 is the total number of boxes needed to cover the set

supporting the measure�

�b� Compute the coarse H�older exponent �i � log �i� log �� where �	Bi
 si the

measure of box i�

�c� Make a histogram� That is� subdivide the variable � into bins of suitably

small size "� and estimate the number density N�	�
 by recording the number of

times N�	�
"� that a speci�c value of the falls between � and � "��

�d� Repeat step 	c
 for di�erent values of coarse�graining size ��

�e� Since we expect

N�	�
 � ��f���� 	��


plot � logN�	�
� log � versus � for di�erent values of ��

This method suggests that a measure be called multifractal when the resulting

plots collapse onto a curve f	�
 if � is small enough� We must state that self�similar

measures exist ���� ��� ��� for which the collapse to a function f	�
 is extraordinarily

��



slow and largely irrelevant for any physically meaningful �� A test of these steps in

the case of the binomial measure and methods to accelerate the convergence are

discussed in Ref� �����

��� The Method of Moments

The method of moments ��� is based on a quantity called the partition function

	because of analogies with the partition function in the theory of equilibrium ther�

modynamics
� It is de�ned as

�q	�
 �

N���X
i��

�qi � q � R� 	��


For example� take the binomial measure and denote by �q	�k
 the partition

function at coarse�graining box�size �k � �
�k� An inspection of Figure � immediately

yields �q	��
 � �
q� �q	��
 � mq

�  mq
� and �q	��
 � 	m

q
�  mq

�

�� More generally the

partition function is written as

�q	�k
 � 	m
q
�  mq

�

k�

Returning to Equation �� in the general case� let us rewrite the measures �i of

the boxes as �i � ��i � yielding �q	�
 �
PN���

i�� 	�
�i
q� Motivated by the results for the

binomial measure� denote by N�	�
d� the number of boxes out of the total N	�
 for

which the coarse H�older exponent satis�es the inequality � � �i � � d�� Assume�

in addition� that N�	�
 is continuous and that there exist constants �min and �max

such that � � �min � � � �max ��� Then the contribution to �q	�
 of the subset
of boxes with �i between � and �  d� is N�	�
	�

�
qd�� Instead of adding the

contribution of each box i separately� integrate over d� to add the contributions of

the subsets with their exponents between � and � d�� Thus�

�q	�
 �

Z
N�	�
	�

�
qd��

If N�	�
 � ��f���� it follows that

�q	�
 �

Z
�q��f���d�� 	��


In the limit as � � �� the dominant contribution to the integral comes from the

values of � near the � value that minimizes the exponent q� � f	�
� If f	�
 is

di�erentiable� the necessary condition for the existence of an extremum is

�

��
fq�� f	�
g � ��

For a given value of q� the extremum occurs for the value � � �	q
 that satis�es

�

��
f	�


����
����q�

� q� 	��


and this extremum is a minimum provided that

��

���
f	�


�����
����q�

� ��

��



Thus� the function f	�
 should be cap convex as in Figure �� and for the � � �	q


where the minimum is attained the slope of f	�
 is q�

Note� by now we have encountered three di�erent arguments for �� i
 x � ��� ���

ii
 the dyadic expansion ������ � � � �k of an interval Ik and iii
 the variable q�

Only the latter two� which are easily distinguished� will be used in the future�

Keeping only the dominant contribution in Equation �� and introducing

�	q
 � q�	q
� f	�	q

�

we �nd that

�q	�
 � ���q�� 	��


For the binomial measures�

�	q
 � lim
k��

log	mq
�  mq

�

k

log ��k
� � log�	mq

�  mq
�
� 	��


and for the multinomial measures

�	q
 � � logb
b��X
i��

mq
i � 	��


Returning to the general case� it is not di�cult to show that

�

�q
�	q
 � �	q
� 	��


This shows that f	�
 can be computed from �	q
� and vice versa� by the identity

f	�	q

 � q �	q
 � �	q
� 	��


This relation between �	q
 and f	�
 has already been encountered in Section ���� it

is called a Legendre transform� As an example� the Legendre transform of Equation

�� yields the f	�
 of the binomial measure in Equation ���

Note that Equation �� and the strict cap convexity of f	�
 imply that �	q
 is a

decreasing function of q� so �min � �	�
 and �max � �	��
� thus �	q
 should also
be strictly cap convex� The function �	q
 is sometimes written as �	q
 � 	q� �
Dq�

where the exponents Dq ����� are called generalized dimensions� 	See also the

discussion in Section ���� of Reference ���
�

The Method of Moments in practice

In practice� computing f	�
 through the partition function requires the following

steps�

�a� Coarse�grain the measure with a covering fBi	�
gN���
i�� of boxes of size � and

determine the corresponding box�measures �i � �	Bi	�

�

�b� Compute the partition function in Equation �� for various values of ��

��



�c� Check whether the plots of log�q	�
 versus log � are straight lines� If they are

straight� �	q
 is the slope of the line corresponding to the exponent q 	see Equation

��
�

�d� Form f	�
 by the Legendre transformation of �	q
 	Equation ��
�

In actual applications� the above steps must be carried out numerically� The

usual reason is that it is not possible to obtain analytic expressions due to a lack of

theoretical knowledge about the phenomena� But even when an analytic expression

for the partition function is available� it may yet be too di�cult to �nd an analytic

expression for �	q
 or f	�
�

When the check described under 	c
 gives a straight line� the method of moments

is justi�ed� and it yields the same f	�
 as the histogram method� Moreover� given

that moments tend to smooth the data� while the histogram method handles raw

data� the method of moments converges much faster�

Pitfalls

At this point� we must voice a serious warning� The fact that this work must

proceed numerically creates a strong temptation to proceed blindly by resorting to

ready�made computer programs� Unfortunately� some programs fail to include a

su�ciently demanding test for the linearity required in 	c
� Instead� they automati�

cally �t a straight line mechanically�� using a method such as least squares �tting�

While statistically objective in all cases� those �	q
 values obtained from the �tted

lines have no physical meaning unless the points plotted in 	c
 are straight� As a

matter of fact� the literature is cluttered with thoroughly bizarre f	�
 curves that

were obtained objectively but mean nothing�

Equation �� shows that under the assumptions mentioned under Equation ���

the partition function scales as a function of the box�size � for all q � R� It is
then said that the qth moment� of the measure exists for all q� For example�

all moments exist for the binomial and multinomial multifractals� The method of

moments suggests that a measure is multifractal if� and only if� the function �	q


exists for all q � R� But this de�nition of multifractals is not satisfactory� Self�
similar measures exist ���� ��� for which �	q
 fails to be de�ned for� say� q � �� Self�

similar measures for which all moments exist should be called restricted multifractals

to indicate the existence of a broader class of multifractals�

��� Properties of f���

Let us brie�y review some of the characteristics of f	�
 for restricted multifractal

measures� i�e�� measures for which the method of moments is applicable and for

which the histogram method converges reasonably fast�

Let A�	�
 be the subset of boxes covering the support of the measure having a

coarse H�older exponent between � and � d�� The total measure carried by such a

subset is �	A�	�

 � N�	�
�
�d� � ��f���	�d�� Now� the total measure in all boxes

is �� This implies that f	�
 � �� the reason is that the contrary would be absurd� if

��



there existed a value of � such that f	�
 � �� it would follow that �	A�	�
 
��
for �� �� So� the f	�
 always lies under the bisector� Second� consider the value of

� that maximizes �	A�	�
 
� If it were true for all � that f	�
 � �� it would follow

for all � that �	A�	�
 
� � as �� �� This result would contradict the fact that the

total measure is �� So the f	�
 curve should have at least one point in common with

the bisector� Because f	�
 is concave� this point of intersection is unique and occurs

where f �	�
 � �� This corresponds to the q � � case in the method of moments 	see

Equation ��
� and this value of � is denoted by �	�
 or ��� The subset of boxes

A��	�
 carries all the measure in the limit as �� �� i�e�� �	 A��	�
 
� � for �� ��

Restating Equation �� as �	q
 � lim���	log
PN���

i�� �qi 
� log � and using Equation

��� one �nds that

�	q
 � lim
���

PN���
i�� 	�

q
i �
P

j �
q
j
 log �i

log �
� 	��


An equation similar to Equation �� can be derived for f	�	q

 and can be used to

�nd f	�
 directly ����� In particular

�	�
 � f	�	�

 � lim
���

PN���
i�� �i log�i
log �

�

The quantity �PN���
i�� �i log �i is related to entropy and information� Correspond�

ingly� the quantity f	�	�

 � �	�
 is called the information dimension of the mea�

sure ���� ��� ��� ����

f	�	�

 is also the dimension of the set carrying all� the measure� 	This set

is called the measure theoretic support of the measure�
 To illustrate this� let us

consider the IFS discussed in the Introduction� We know that the visiting process is

probabilistically ruled by a trinominal multifractal measure� Let n be the number of

times the IFS is played� From the above discussion we conclude that it is possible to

�nd a subset of 	�k
f��� boxes of size ��k whose total number of visits n�	n
 satis�es

n�	n
�n� � for n�� and k ��� The set A���� carries all the measure�

The number of elements in the sets A�	�
 is N�	�
 � ��f���� The set � with

the maximum number of elements contains that value of � at which f	�
 attains

its maximum� From Equation �� it follows that the maximum of f	�
 should oc�

cur for � � �	�
� At the maximum� Equation �� yields f	�	�

 � ��	�
 and
Equation �� gives �q	�
 � N	�
 � ��D� Combining this with Equation �� yields

f	�	�

 � ��	�
 � D�� Clearly� the maximum value of the f	�
 curve is the box�

counting dimension of the geometric support of the measure� Since the number of

boxes with coarse H�older exponent �	�
 is in�nitely larger than those with other

values of the coarse H�older exponent in the limit as �� �� one expects a randomly

picked box of size � to be of type �	�
 	see also Section ���
� For the binomial

measure� Equation �� gives D� � ��	�
 � �� which is the dimension of the set ��� ��
supporting the measure� From the symmetry of its f	�
 curve 	Equation ��
� it

immediately follows that �	�
 � 	�min  �max
���

��



� Probabilistic Roots of Multifractals� Role of f��� in
Large Deviation Theory

At this point� many questions remain to be raised and to be answered� Why should

an f	�
 curve exist for a self�similar measure# Its existence for the binomial measure

does not guarantee its existence in general� Indeed� self�similar measures exist for

which f	�
 exists� but f	�
 is attained very slowly and is not of direct interest� If a

useful f	�
 does not always exist for self�similar measures� then what about alter�

native quantitative descriptions of the measure# To a large extent� these questions

can be answered when the self�similar measures are generated by� or can be mapped

onto� multiplicative cascades� The understanding of such measures is based largely

on the following basic fact about fractals� Even when a fractal is nonrandom� like

the Cantor set� it becomes a random set if its origin is chosen randomly� As an

example� consider the binomial measure in an interval that was chosen at random�

This measure is then a random variable� Therefore� as we shall see� the H�older

exponent can be expressed as a sum of random variables ���� �� ��� This fact� again�

is true both of random and nonrandom multifractals� This randomness points to

the probabilistic roots of the concept of f	�
� and in addition � this is perhaps even

more important � it allows one to know the limitations of f	�
� while providing new

tools to handle more complicated self�similar measures�

The properties of sums of random variables are a central topic in probability

theory� The next section discusses the relevance to multifractals of three theorems

dealing with such sums� i
 the law of large numbers� ii
 the Gaussian central limit

theorem and iii
 the large deviations theorem� No familiarity with these subjects

is assumed� and the section should serve as an introduction to literature applying

more advanced results from probability theory to self�similar measures�

��� Transformation of a Multiplicative Cascade into an Additive

Cascade

Suppose that the dyadic interval Ik � I����������k has been picked randomly� This is

essentially the same as picking a random sequence of digits ���� � � � �k where each

�i is either � or � with probability
�
� � Indeed� suppose that I

k has equal probability

to lie in the left or right half of the unit interval� For the �rst digit� this means that

Prf�� � �g � �
� and similarly for the second digit� Prf�� � �g � �

� � Furthermore�

irrespective of whether the chosen dyadic interval Ik actually lies in I��� or in I����

it will again have equal probability to lie in the left or right half subinterval� that

is� Prf�� � �g � Prf�� � �g � �
� �

Equation � has shown that the measure of the randomly picked dyadic interval

Ik is �����������k �
Qk

i��m�i� Because the �i are random� either � or �� the vari�

ables m�i are also random� either m� or m�� This means that this measure � is the

product of k statistically independent values of a random variable M� which can be

either m� or m� with probability
�
� �

��



Random Variables

A random variable can be thought of as a �mathematical coin or die�� It

has prescribed probabilities for yielding certain results when �thrown�� Our

convention denotes random variables by boldface capital letters� The sample

value that is the outcome of a throw is denoted by a corresponding lower

case letter� For example� the random variable D meant to represent a real

die with six faces would have a probability distribution PrfD � dg � �
� for

d � �� 	� � �� �� ��

So the measure � of a randomly picked Ik is a sample value of the random

variable
Qk

i��M� where the random multiplierM has the distribution

PrfM � m�g � PrfM � m�g � �
�
� 	��


Equation � yields the coarse H�older exponent �k of such an interval I
k in the fol�

lowing form� which restates Equation ��

�k	������ � � � �k
 �
log

Qk
i��m�i

log ��k
� ��

k

kX
i��

log�m�i �
�

k

kX
i��

v�i � 	��


Here we use the variables v� introduced in Section ��� 	v� � � log�m�� � � �� �
�

Thus� the coarse H�older exponent of a random Ik is the random variable

Hk �
�

k

kX
h��

Vh� 	��


This is the average of k independently chosen sample values v of a random variable

V with distribution

PrfV � v�g � PrfV � v�g � �
�
� 	��


Let us rephrase the above discussion in terms of a well�balanced coin� that is�

one with equal probabilities for heads and tails� A collection of k identical coins

	V��V�� � � � �Vk
� each with one face marked v� and the other v�� are tossed� and the

sample average �
k

Pk
h��Vh is computed� These averages have the same distribution

as the values of the coarse H�older exponent of randomly picked dyadic intervals of

size ��k in the support ��� �� of the binomial measure�

The distribution PrfHk 
 �g is closely linked to the distribution p�	�
d� dis�
cussed in the introduction 	Equation �
 and eventually will link us back to the

method of moments and the histogram method� The following two paths are open

�
 One can count the number of coarse H�older exponents at the kth stage of the

multiplicative cascade which are larger than �� and then divide this number by the

total number �k of boxes needed to cover the unit interval� or

�
 One can make n series of k coin tosses� and for each series compute the

average� Then count the number of times this average is larger than �� and divide

this number by n� considering the result in the limit n���
The �rst path is essentially the histogram method and will not be discussed

further� We now follow the second path using the fact that the distribution of the

��



coarse H�older exponent at the kth level of the multiplicative cascade is the same

as the distribution of the random variable Hk de�ned in Equation ��� This refor�

mulation in terms of sums of independent identically distributed random variables

	Equation ��
 allows the use of many techniques of probability theory�

��� The Law of Large Numbers and the Role of �� as the Most

Probable H�older Exponent

Tossing the coin marked with v� and v� k�times yields� say� n� times the value v�
and n� � k � n� times the value v�� Since the probabilities for heads and tails are

equal� one expects for k � � that n��k � �
� as does n��k� This would mean that

the sample average �
k
	n�v�  n�v�
 converges as k �� to the expectation

EV �
�

�
v�  

�

�
v��

Di�erent forms of convergence yield di�erent forms of the law of large numbers� The

weak law of large numbers guarantees such convergence when the expectation EV

of V exists� The strong law of large numbers is more interesting for the theory of

multifractals� It states that� almost surely 	with probability �
 the sample average

will converge for k �� to the expectation� that is�

Prf lim
k��

�

k

kX
h��

Vh � EVg � ��

Using the equivalence established in the previous section between the binomial mea�

sure and coin tossing� this equation shows that� with probability �� the local H�older

exponent at a randomly picked point in the support of the binomial measure equals

EV� that is

Prf lim
k��

Hk � EVg � �� 	��


Another way of obtaining this result uses the fact that the strong law of large

numbers implies that the binary expansion of a randomly picked point �������� � � �

almost surely has the same frequencies of zeroes and ones� that is� 	� � ��� almost

surely� Inserting this into Equation � yields � � EV� and Equation �� is recovered�

If the law of large numbers had meant that the random choice of x should yield

one particular value of � with probability �� then it should yield the value that occurs

most often� Going back to the f	�
 curve� this particular value of � is the one that

maximizes f	�
� Previously in Section ���� this special value of the coarse H�older

exponent was denoted by �	�
 or �� because it is the value of � that corresponds

to q � � in the method of moments� Indeed� for the binomial measure we found

�	�
 � 	v�  v�
�� in agreement with Equation ��� This establishes a link between

f	�
 and the theory of sums of random variables�

The results related to the laws of large numbers only hold pointwise� that is� in

the limit of in�nitesimal box�sizes 	k � �
� In most physical systems� such limits

cannot be attained� therefore� their properties are not especially interesting� It is

clear that random selection of a large number of boxes of �nite size ��k will not

always yield coarse H�older exponents equal to the expected value EV � �
�	�min  

�max
� Instead� for large enough number boxes� one �nds all values of the H�older

��



exponent � between �min and �max� In other words� the deviations from the expected

value become important for �nite k� and their probability of occurrence must be

known� The relevant information is given by central limit theorems and� far more

importantly� by large deviation theory�

��� Gaussian Central Limit Theorem and the Shape of f��� near
��

The Gaussian central limit theorem does go beyond the law of large numbers� Unfor�

tunately� it mainly explains merely why the maximum of the f	�
 is often quadratic�

Actually� the term Gaussian central limit theorem covers a variety of distinct

results that all conclude that deviations from the expected value have a Gaussian

distribution� The speci�c form of interest here relates the sums of independent and

identically distributed random variables� such as the sum
Pk

h��Vh that enters in

Equation ��� The basic assumption is that the random addend V is a random vari�

able with a �nite expectation EV and a �nite second moment EV�� 	The binomial

measure is the standard example� since both EV � �
�	v� v�
 and EV

� � �
� 	v

�
� v

�
�


are �nite�
 The theorem states that� in the limit as k ��� the distribution of the
rescaled random variable Yk � 	

Pk
h��Vh�kEV
�	�

p
k
 converges to the Gaussian

distribution with zero mean and variance �� � EV� � 	EV
�� That is�

lim
k��

Pr

	Pk
h��Vh � kEV

�
p
k

� y



�

Z y

��
G	x
dx� 	��


where the integrand

G	x
 �
�p
��
exp

�
��
�
x�
�

is the reduced Gaussian density� 	 A graph of this density is found on the German

bill for �� Deutschmarks together with a portrait of Carl Friedrich Gauss�


In the coin�tossing experiment that yields either v� or v�� the law of large numbers

makes us ideally� expect an equal number of v� and v� from k tosses� that is� when

adding k sample values of Vone expects to get the value k
�v�  

k
�v� � kEV� so thatPk

h��Vh � kEV � �� However� Equation �� shows that
Pk

h��Vh � kEV deviates

from the ideal� value � by an amount that scales like
p
k�

Let us now return to the probability density pk	�
 of the coarse H�older exponent

Hk �
�
k

Pk
h��Vh� Writing Hk � Yk�

p
k  EV � Yk�

p
k  ��� we see that Hk has

the variance ���
p
k and scales like ��

p
k� Keeping k �nite� the limit in Equation ��

yields the approximation

pGk 	�
d� �
�

	��
p
k

p
��
exp

�
����

�
�� ��

��
p
k

��
��
� d��

Here� the superscript G is meant to remind us that pGk 	�
 is not the actual prob�

ability density pk	�
 of the coarse H�older exponent of the binomial measure� but

instead it is a Gaussian approximation that applies only for � near ��� Very near

to the most probable value ��� Equations � and � yield the approximation

f	�
 � fG	�
 � �  
�

k
log� p

G
k 	�
 � ��

�

ln �

�
�� ��

�max � �min

��
�

��



This approximation agrees with the expansion� Equation ��� around the maximum

of the exact result� But as � moves away from ��� f
G	�
 becomes increasingly

larger than the exact f	�
� Outside ��min� �max�� the approximate f
G	�
 is grossly

inadequate� the exact f	�
 is not de�ned there� but fG	�
 is� Further away from

��� f
G	�
 � �� which is meaningless for the binomial measure�

In summary� the Gaussian central limit theorem shows that the appearance of

a quadratic maximum in the f	�
 of the binomial measure is not a coincidence� In

general� it shows that a quadratic maximum contains no information other than the

�niteness of the �rst and second moment of the logarithm of the multiplier�

��� Cram	er
s Large Deviations Theory and f���

The Signi�cance of f	�
 in the Discrete Finite Cases

Take a random variable with EX � � and satisfying PrfX � EXg � �� Large

deviation theory is concerned with very large �uctuations around the expected value�

namely with the behavior of

Prf�
k

kX
h��

Xh � EX 
 g

as a function of  and k� The law of large numbers tells us that� in the limit as k ���
Prf �

k

Pk
h��Xh � EX � �g � �� So for  � �� one expects the above quantity to

vanish with speed �� For all other � one expects Prf �
k

Pk
h��Xh�EX 
 g to vanish

for k ��� The question is� How fast does it vanish��
The answer was provided by Harald Cram$er in ���� under special conditions

that gradually were weakened by many authors� A survey 	with history
 is found

in the entry on large deviations in Reference ����� Cram$er made rigorous use of

saddle point approximations that are expressed in heuristic form in the widely used

justi�cations of the method of moments�

We shall proceed to answer the questions in two steps� a detailed study of discrete

and �nite addends� made possible by a theorem in Cherno� ����� and then a quick

sketch of the general case�

Cherno��s Theorem on Large Deviations

Cherno��s theorem applies 	among other cases
 when the random variable X

is discrete and �nite� meaning that it can only take a �nite number b of values

x�� x�� � � � � xb� Thus� its distribution can be written as PrfX � xig � pi� i �

�� � � � � b� with
Pb

� pi � �� The simplest example of a discrete and �nite random

variable is when pi � ��b for all i� This case corresponds to the multinomial measures

discussed in Section ���� Hence� Cherno��s theorem provides a rigorous justi�cation

of the heuristic Lagrange multipliers� path described in that section�

��



X being a discrete and �nite random variable with EX � �� one can write ����

lim
k��

�

k
log Pr

	
kX

h��

Xh 
 �


� log

�
inf
q
%	q


�
�

where %	q
 is the moment generating function de�ned 	for our purposes
 by

%	q
 � E	e�q ln bX
�

The factor ln b has been inserted for later convenience� when b will be the base of

an arbitrary multinomial measure�

The Tail Distributions of the Coarse H�older Exponent

Cherno��s theorem can be used to compute the tail distribution of the coarse H�older

exponent� that is� the probability

PrfHk 
 �g � Prf�
k

kX
h��

Vk 
 �g

that the coarse H�older exponent of a randomly picked interval of the binomial mea�

sure is larger than � for � � ��� Note that this is the probability of �nding a

deviation larger than �� �� to the right of the most probable value ���

We can rewrite PrfHk 
 �g � PrfPk
h��	Vh � �
 
 �g and can introduce the

shifted random variable X � V � �� so that PrfHk 
 �g � PrfPk
h��Xh 
 �g�

This X satis�es EX � EV�� � ���� � �� Since for the binomial measure V is a

discrete random variable with b � �� the same is true ofX� with PrfX � vi���g � �
� �

Cherno��s theorem applies and yields

lim
k��

logb PrfHk 
 �g � logbfinfq %	q
g � &
R	�
� 	��


For later convenience� we divided both sides of this main equation in Cherno��s

theorem by log b� The superscript R in this equation refers to deviations to the

right of the most probable value ��� that is� to �� � �� Note that the above

also holds for multinomial� measures and that Equation �� only makes sense for

� � vmax � maxfv�� v�� � � � vb��g�
For the b�nomial measures pi � ��b� i � �� � � � � b and the generating function

becomes

%	q
 �
�

b

bX
i��

e�qxi ln b �
�

b

bX
i��

e�q�vi��� ln b � eq� ln b �

b

bX
i��

e�qvi ln b�

From vi � � logbmi� it follows that e
�qvi ln b � mq

i � Hence�

%	q
 � eq� ln b �

b

bX
i��

mq
i � eq� ln b E 	Mq
 �

where M is the random multiplier of Equation ��� By simple algebra�

&R	�
 � inf
q
flogb %	q
g � infq f�q  logb E 	M

q
g �

��



Recall now the multinomial case discussed in Section ��� and in Equation ��� In

that case pi �
�
b
for all i�s� hence

� logb E 	Mq
 � � logb
�
�

b

b��X
i��

mq
i

�
� �  �	q
�

Therefore� it is legitimate to generalize the de�nition of �	q
 to read

�	q
 � � logb E 	Mq
� �� 	��


We see that &R	�
 is the Legendre transform of �	q
  � and that

&R	�
 � inf
q
fq�� �	q
g � ��

Cherno��s large deviation theorem reads

lim
k��

�

k
logb PrfHk 
 �g � &R	�
 � inf

q
fq�� �	q
g � � � � � ��� 	��


For � � ��� all previous steps can be redone using the shifted variable X � ��V�

and one �nds

lim
k��

�

k
logb PrfHk � �g � &L	�
 � inf

q
fq�� �	q
g � � � � � ��� 	��


The superscripts L and R in Equations �� and �� cease to serve a purpose and will

be dropped�

The existence of the in�mum of fq� � �	q
g is guaranteed ����� and one can
show that &	�
 is smooth and concave� This in�mum occurs for q such that � �	q
 �

� � �	q
� so that &	�	q

  � � q�	q
 � �	q
 � q� �	q
 � �	q
� It follows that

	d�d�
&	�
 � q� meaning that the slope of &	�
 equals q�

The quantity E 	Mq
 is the qth moment of the random variable M� One can

easily show that these moments exist for all q � R when M is a discrete �nite

random variable� In particular� the multinomial measure of base b yields E	Mq
 �
�
b

Pb��
i�� m

q
i � � for all q � R� However� when M is not discrete and �nite� the

moments may diverge� i�e�� E 	Mq
 � � for certain values of q� This happens for

example in the b �� measure shown in Figure ��

Identity between &	�
 and C	�


The above properties of &	�
 are very similar to those properties that Section ���

has described for f	�
 and� hence� C	�
� The only di�erence is that f	�
 and C	�


were de�ned in Equations � and � in terms of a number density N� and a probabil�

ity density p�� respectively� while &	�
 is de�ned through a theorem concerning tail

probabilities� However� in the case of our large deviation probabilities� the densities

and tail probabilities happen to have exactly the same behavior � except for cor�

rections that vanish for large k if one takes a logarithm and divides by k� Indeed�

observe that� using Equation ��� the existence of &	�
 implies that

PrfHk 
 �g �
�
b�k

��
���
for � � �� and k ���

��



The coarse H�older exponent falls between the values � and � d� with the proba�

bilities

pk	�
d� � PrfHk 
 �g � PrfHk 
 � d�g
� 	b�k
�
��� � 	b�k
�
��	d��
� 	b�k
�
������ 	b�k
�
��	d��	
�����

&	�
 is concave 	
T

 and � � �	�
 is right of the maximum� hence� &	�
 � &	� d�
�

and the second term in the square bracket vanishes for large k� Thus�

pk	�
d� � 	b�k
�
���� 	��


This same result is found for � � �� if one starts with PrfHk � �g and Equation
��� Comparing Equation �� with Equation � yields C	�
 � &	�
�

For a measure supported by a set of box�counting dimension D� the number

N�	�
 of boxes with a coarse H�older exponent between � and � d� is the fraction

p�	�
 of the total number �
�D of boxes� i�e�� Nk	�
 � ��Dp�	�
� Using Equations

� and � yields f	�
 � C	�
  D� For a measure supported by a Euclidean set of

dimension E one �nds the result in Equation ��

To summarize� we have shown that

C	�
 � &	�
 and f	�
 � C	�
  ��

This generalizes in a rigorous fashion the results that Section ��� has obtained for

the multinomial by using Lagrange multipliers and provides the probabilistic roots

of the notions discussed in the Introduction in Equations � and ��

The Continuous and	or Unbounded Cases

Cram$er�s large deviation theory in the continuous and�or unbounded cases is very

important and justi�es a special section� But we can only state that more general

Cram$er type theorems exist and that they provide a full justi�cation of the so�called

thermodynamic formalism of multifractals based on the Legendre transforms�

� Some Applications and Advanced Multifractals

Applications

Self�similar measures appear in a variety of natural phenomena� In fully developed

turbulence� there is strong evidence that the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy

is multifractal ���� ��� �� ��� ���� Multifractal measures also play an important

role in the formation of fractal patterns such as lightning� aggregates� snow�akes

	dendritic solidi�cation
 and fractal viscous �ngering ���� ��� ���� Related to these

latter examples is the self�similarity of the electrostatic charge on fractal boundaries

like the Koch tree ��� or Julia sets ���� ��� ���� The self�similarity of these measures is

��



due to the interaction of the Laplace equation with a fractal boundary ��� ���� Other

occurrences of multifractals� not all of them self�similar� concern the eigenfunctions

of the Schr�odinger equation in disordered systems ���� the current distributions in

random resistor networks ��� ��� and their hydrodynamic analogues� the distribution

of mass in the universe ����� the invariant measures on strange attractors ���� �� ��

��� ��� and the distribution of states in the evolution pattern of a class of cellular

automata� An example of the latter is the Pascal triangle discussed in Section ����

In some cases� the function �	q
 is de�ned for all q�s and one has f	�
 � � for all

�� In these cases� the method of moments is su�cient� But there is increasing evi�

dence that many applications demand more advanced multifractals� Let us mention

some of the most frequently encountered cases�

C	�
 and Negative f	�


When � is a nonrandom measure handled by probabilistic methods� one always �nds

that C	�
 � �E� hence f	�
 � C	�
  E � �� But when � is properly random�

there are values of � for which f	�
 � �� This very important possibility has recently

become the subject of a signi�cant literature ���� ��� ��� ��� �� ���

Left�sided Multifractal Measures
 When the f	�
 and the Cram�er Plot

are Insu�cient

Depending on the distribution of the multiplier random variable M� it can easily

happen that some of the moments E 	Mq
 are in�nite� A typical case is that the

moments do not exist for q � �� For example� this appears to happen in the harmonic

measure on di�usion limited aggregates ���� ��� ��� ���� It is also the case for the

exactly self�similar multifractal measure shown in Figure �� In cases when EV ��
but E

�
V�
�
��� the Gaussian central limit theorem does not apply and the left�side

	� � �	�

 of the maximum of f	�
 is not quadratic� The right�hand side 	� � �	�



is a horizontal line with f	�
 � D� i�e� the extremum is attained in in�nitely many

values of �� In cases when E 	V
 ��� the law of large numbers also fails to apply�
and since �	�
 � E 	V
 � � the whole left�side of the f	�
 is in�nitely stretched�

The Cram$er large deviation theorems only work for deviations on the left of �	�
�

Alternative central limit theorems apply to these cases� The limits they involve are

not Gaussian but Levy stable ����� This issue is also important and is discussed in

Ref� ���� �� ���

��
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